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Sony Vegas Pro dominates the space between basic video editing software like Windows Movie Maker and professional applications like Adobe Premiere. Sony won this niche by offering professional tools and features at a fraction of competitors' prices. The latest version of vegas pro 12 adds quite a few improvements
to an already great video editor. Pros Packed full of features: With Vegas Pro, you can edit SD, HD, 2K, and 4K recordings in either 2D or stereoscopic 3D. Sync material from multiple cameras using the multicam feature to add a little perspective to your movies. The famous masking abilities of the Vegas Pro 11 are
improved in 12, so you can refine your editing. Universal File Support: Vegas Pro 12 can import and export projects from other video editors, such as Microsoft. Ready to play: The video editor just works. With its streamlined layout, anyone with basic knowledge of video editing or production can pick up and start using
Vegas Pro. You will need to look at the manual to use advanced features, but there are enough tools that are provided to let you start cutting. Cons Dated interface: Vegas Pro 12 UI, although easy to understand, looks out of touch compared to the UIs of the Premiere or Final Cut. The overall layout seems very similar to
the one in the 2009 release, so Vegas Pro offers a lot of familiarity with current users, but can alienate new adopters. Bottom Line Incredibly functional, but a little boring, the Sony Vegas Pro 12 is designed for no-nonsense editors who want to get the job done right – without all the frills. If you are a current Vegas Pro 11
user, the update is worthwhile for stability alone. Newcomers can expect an easier learning curve. Sony has found a good balance between function and price, coming in well ahead of the main competitor Adobe Premiere in value. However, with the introduction of Adobe's Creative Cloud, both apps can be argued. Still,
the Vegas Pro 12 is a great choice for any price-conscious professional video editor. Sony Vegas Pro dominates the gap between basic video editing software like Windows Movie Maker and professional applications like Adobe Premiere. Sony won this niche by offering professional tools and features at a fraction of
competitors' prices. The latest version of vegas pro 12 adds quite a few improvements to an already great video editor. Pros Packed full of features: With Vegas Pro, you can edit SD, HD, 2K, and 4K recordings in either 2D or stereoscopic 3D. Sync material from cameras using the multicam feature to add a little
perspective to your movies. The famous masking abilities of abilities Pro 11 is improved in 12, so you can refine your editing. Universal File Support: Vegas Pro 12 can import and export projects from other video editors, such as Microsoft. Ready to play: The video editor just works. With its streamlined layout, anyone with
basic knowledge of video editing or production can pick up and start using Vegas Pro. You will need to look at the manual to use advanced features, but there are enough tools that are provided to let you start cutting. Cons Dated interface: Vegas Pro 12 UI, although easy to understand, looks out of touch compared to
the UIs of the Premiere or Final Cut. The overall layout seems very similar to the one in the 2009 release, so Vegas Pro offers a lot of familiarity with current users, but can alienate new adopters. Bottom Line Incredibly functional, but a little boring, the Sony Vegas Pro 12 is designed for no-nonsense editors who want to
get the job done right – without all the frills. If you are a current Vegas Pro 11 user, the update is worthwhile for stability alone. Newcomers can expect an easier learning curve. Sony has found a good balance between function and price, coming in well ahead of the main competitor Adobe Premiere in value. However,
with the introduction of Adobe's Creative Cloud, both apps can be argued. Still, the Vegas Pro 12 is a great choice for any price-conscious professional video editor. view reviews Download &gt; Music &amp; Video &gt; Video Editing &gt; Vegas Pro 17.0.321 Vegas Pro is an advanced program for editing and editing
movies. The application provides access to extensive options and a large number of filters and special effects. Vegas Pro is appreciated by both professionals and home users creating video content. Vegas Pro is doing a great job. Vegas Pro (formerly known as Sony Vegas Pro) is a highly professional program for non-
linear film editing on Microsoft Windows operating systems. Despite the advanced features, the application is very easy to use, making it also great for home applications. With vegas pro video editor we will be able to create and make up movie files recorded in standard SD and high definition Full HD and 8K images.
Using the program we will also have the opportunity to work on two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) movies. The extensive capabilities of Vegas Pro will be appreciated by both amateur video and professionals. At first glance it may seem that the graphical user interface is too difficult to understand, but it only takes a
few minutes to fully master the advanced video editing and editing program that many studios use in the final non-linear post-production process. vegas pro is an advanced program for editing and editing movies in the operating system microsoft Windows Vegas Pro - Features of the program editing and editing movies
and creating DVDs-Video and Blu-ray Vegas Pro have been equipped with a comprehensive video editor 5.1 music mixing and DVD and Blu-ray authoring module. Notable are the extremely extensive tools for editing the soundtrack. Most of the operations in the application are performed on the timeline. You can
customize the Vegas Pro workspace to suit your needs. The app offers full support for drag-and-drop features that greatly improve your work. This tool has the ability to add subtitles, graphic effects and special filters to improve the quality of videos. The number of effects built into the program is impressive. Vegas Pro
also allows you to capture as well as edit files stored in DV, AVCHD, HDV, SD/HD-SDI and XDCAM format. In addition, Vegas Pro supports graphic files created in Photoshop (PSD), so in our project we can use professionally prepared photographs or graphic elements. We will keep the created project in a single video
file, burn it to DVD and Blu-ray disc, and we will also be able to publish it on the social network YouTube and Pixelcast. To improve your workflow, Vegas Pro has equipped its application with full support for AMD Radeon and NVIDIA GeForce multi-core processors and graphics (GPUs). In addition, the program is
specifically designed for 64-bit operating systems so that it can exploit their potential and increase video processing efficiency. Vegas Pro - Supported Vegas Pro audio-video input and output formats support a wide range of input and output formats. Full list of supported extensions below: Input: AA3, AAF, AIF, ASF, AU,
AVC, AVCHD, AVI, BMP, BWF, CDA, YOU, DLX, DPX, DV, EXR, FLAC, GIF, H.264, HDP, IVC, JPEG, M2T, M2TS, MVC, MOV, Sony MXF (XDCAM and HDCAM SR), MP3, MP4, M4A, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video, MPO, OGG, OMA, Panasonic MXF (DVCPRO, AVC-Intra) PC PNG, PSD, QT, R3D, SFA, SND, TIFF,
TGA, VOX, W64, WAV, WDP, WMA, WMV, XAVC Intra MXF and XAVC S; OUTPUT: AA3, AC3, AIF, ATRAC, AVC, AVCHD, AVI, DPX, EXR, FLAC, H.264, HDP, MOV, MP3, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video, MP4, M2T, Sony MXF (XDCAM and HDCAM SR), MVC, OGG, Panasonic MXF (AVC-Intra), PCA, W64, WAV,
WMA, WMV, XAVC Intra MXF and XAVC S. Vegas Pro - Minimum hardware requirements processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium/AMD Athlon (or better); RAM: 4 GB or more; HDD: 1GB of free hard disk space; operating system: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and 10 (64-bit). Sony Network Entertainment InternationalDownloadSony
Network Entertainment InternationalDownloadSony Network Entertainment InternationalDownload InternationalDownload
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